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Management Summary: EUWIN as a driving force 

This report contains the summary of the activities and developments of the EUropean learning 
Network on Workplace Innovation (EUWIN) between 2013-2016. 
 
EUWIN was launched in 2013 to help the EU and its industry to modernize the European 
workplaces, adapt them to the needs of the modern economy and to improve the performance 
of organisations and the quality of jobs in a sustainable way. 
 
Throughout its activities EUWIN: 
› distributed evidence on the benefits of modernising the workplace and working condi-

tions; 
› focused on awareness-raising via dedicated regional workshops and social media; 
› provided a valuable resource for managers and employee representatives through the 

Knowledge Bank; 
› was open to practitioners, social partners, policymakers, representatives of intermediary 

organisations, and others with an interest in the workplace. 
 
Being a European network, it had impact on national policies and through events and Network 
partners it also had direct contact with companies. This pilot project EUWIN was initially 
planned for 3 years. However, following its promising results, in 2015 it was prolonged for an 
additional year. 
 
This report presents EUWIN's impact on public policies and companies, and overall deliver-
ables of the project. 
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1 Introduction 

This report contains the summary of the activities and developments of the EUropean learning 
Network on Workplace Innovation (EUWIN) between 2013-2016. Our activities in the past four 
years have helped to grow the number of companies and participants linked to the EUropean 
Workplace Innovation Network (EUWIN). We planned to continue our growth to 5,000+ 
members by the end of 2016! We have achieved just that. 
 
EUWIN was launched in 2013 to help the EU and its industry to modernize the European 
workplaces, adapt them to the needs of the modern economy and to improve the performance 
of organisations and the quality of jobs in a sustainable way. 
 
EUWIN focused on promoting the uptake of workplace innovation (WPI). WPI is understood 
as any type of innovation in business structure, Human Resources management, relationships 
with clients and suppliers, or in the work environment itself. It improves motivation and working 
conditions for employees, which leads to increased labour productivity, innovation capability, 
market resilience, and overall business competitiveness. All enterprises, no matter their size, 
can benefit from workplace innovation. 
 
Throughout its activities EUWIN: 
› distributed evidence on the benefits of modernising the workplace and working condi-

tions; 
› focused on awareness-raising via dedicated regional workshops and social media; 
› provided a valuable resource for managers and employee representatives through the 

Knowledge Bank; 
› was open to practitioners, social partners, policymakers, representatives of intermediary 

organisations, and others with an interest in the workplace. 
 
Forty eight months of the EUWIN have brought some remarkable results. Workplace innova-
tion has become a brand used by policymakers, in strategic papers and most importantly 
among many companies across Europe. This European Commission’s project has made 
national policymakers become more confident to support their companies to invest in non-
technological innovation. Only by bringing the organisation and technology together, Europe 
will be able to generate more innovation and create new jobs for renewed economic growth. 
In this Final Report we want to show the achievements of this learning network: the examples, 
the discussions, the meetings, the enthusiasm this initiative by DG GROW has spurred. 
 
Our core idea and thus strategy was to continue the current line of progress of the network by 
building on existing networks and by finding entrance into new policy environments. This 
meant that we supported the momentum for workplace innovation in countries where due to 
the EUWIN activities the political support for workplace innovation is growing. We organised 
events in countries in which we had little foothold at the moment: e.g. Romania, Estonia, and 
where there is a need for bigger support for workplace innovation. Within these networks, we 
supported our direct contacts/EUWIN members with specific content and tools: publications, 
knowledge networks, case studies and social media (“Keeping up the momentum”). 
 
A new point of attention in 2016 was to help the European Commission with the continuation 
of the topic of workplace innovation after 2016. This means influencing partnerships for future 
actions on the EU, national and regional level. On the content side, this will mean a further 
integration of the industry-related aspects into EUWIN. In practice, we have created Fresh 
Thinking Labs (FTL) as a private company to help support the further development of company 
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related activities. Next to FTL, we have committed our organisations to continue EUWIN after 
2016 without further funding from the European Commission. 
 
Below we present the activities and communication conducted in 2016. We have structured 
our final report around these main ideas: 
› What kind of policy impact can we show from EUWIN? 
› How have we achieved direct engagement with our communities? 
› How many companies and persons have heard our message? 
 
This growth of our impact could never have been achieved without the support of thousands 
of ambassadors. In fact, we have stopped counting. When is a lot, a lot? Our Twitter account 
has passed 8,000 followers. We have again been able to participate in a whole set of un-
planned, but well organised events on workplace innovation. The possibility to use the network 
to mobilise expertise and participate in spin-off events, to convince companies to engage in 
such transformation, is a concrete illustration of EUWIN added value. The EU shows it can 
leverage change all over Europe, even with a limited budget. 
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2 Impact on public policies for companies 

2.1 Introduction 

Throughout the continuation of the project, EUWIN managed to continuously build support for 
WPI. As an example the European social partner networks have taken up WPI: the European 
trade union IndustriAll has continued to bring the subject as a discussion topic in several 
settings. ETUI and ETUC have organized a European wide conference with workplace 
innovation as one of the topics. By putting workplace innovation on the agenda, DG GROW 
has brought the topic to the hearts and minds of policymakers, social partners and companies 
from North to South and from West to East of Europe. 

2.2 Continued steps into a new European area of innovation 

Four years ago, workplace innovation was not an issue on the European policy agenda. There 
was one reference by the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC). That was it! But 
the European Commission has embraced the idea that non-technological factors are important 
for future growth among companies: patent policy, human resources development, 
educational attainment, R&D, design and workplace innovation. The OECD (2013)1 has 
reconfirmed the huge impact of these investments for growth of labour productivity: such 
investments already mean 50% of all investments made by companies. It is clear that DG 
GROW has a progressive agenda for Europe. 
 
The following new actions and impact of EUWIN have been important: 
› Agenda setting at DG GROW: We have been connected to the following activities: 

• January 2016: DG GROW organised with Eurofound a work session with 20 experts 
on the importance of workplace innovation (Brussels). DG EMPL, DG Connekt, DG 
Research & Innovation participated in this debate; 

• October 2015: DG GROW and DG EMPL both discussed the topic of workplace 
innovation during the final EUWIN conference. DG EMPL launched the initiative to 
discuss the new Social Pillar. This new policy insists on new roles of employees in 
companies; 

› Impact on European agencies/on International organisations: 
• Eurofound: In 2016, Eurofound continued to support workplace innovation in work-

shops (Brussels: January; October) and in the development of new projects (Euro-
pean Company Survey 2019); 

• The Foundation for European Progressive Studies (think tank for the leftist parties in 
the European Parliament) organised a workshop on the platform economy and 
asked EUWIN to present the importance of workplace innovation; 

• OECD: During the Paris meeting of the INGRID-network, the OECD showed the im-
portance of investing into better quality of working life for better performance of 
companies (May, 2016); 

› On cooperation with European/international networks: A great number of interna-
tional networks have put workplace innovation as a central issue on their agenda. The 
following results may be seen (Table 2.1): 

                                                      
1  OECD (2013). Supporting Investment in Knowledge Capital, Growth and Innovation. Paris: OECD 

Publishing. http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264193307-en. (OECD = Organisation for Economic Cooperation 

and Development, in Paris). 
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Table 2.1 Impact: Reach among international actors (examples) 

Organisation which has agreed to 

be Ambassador 

 

Result 

CSR Europe CSR supported the final conference of EUWIN in Brussels (10/2016).  

European Federation of Employee 

Share Ownership 

Agreement to support each other’s activities. 

PEROSH (Partnership for European 

Research in Occupational Safety 

and Health: national OSH institutes) 

WPI was a main topic during the 4th Well-being at Work (WAW)-

conference in 2016.  

EEN (European Enterprise Network) We have undertaken several actions to be linked to EEN: 

 We have linked to EEN-linked, EEN-Twitters 

 We have now connected to Bulgarian (ARC Consulting), German 

(ZENIT) and Italian (APRE) network coordinators. 

Eurofound (European Foundation 

for the Improvement of Working and 

Living Conditions, in Dublin) 

We have given Eurofound a platform during all our events. 

We have cooperated with Eurofound on project basis to deliver 51 

case studies on workplace innovation. These cases will be presented 

on EUWIN-Knowledge Bank. 

EODF (European Organizational 

Design Forum) 

We have connected to the European network. 

EODF has engaged its members to be present during the Brussels 

event of EUWIN.  

STS-Round Table USA In 2016, a major event on workplace innovation was organised in 

California. Together with the STS Round Table, we launched the book 

by Mohr & Van Amelsvoort on workplace innovation.  

2.3 New national/regional direct support to companies for workplace innovation 

The continuing (and astonishing!) result by the learning network is that national and regional 
policymakers have used the European Commission initiative to build confidence for new 
initiatives into workplace innovation. EUWIN can show for 2013 until 2016 the following im-
pacts on the following (regional) governments: 
› Austria: Austria traditionally left workplace innovation largely to company's discretion. In 

2014, the Austrian ministry of economic affairs commanded research in WPI for policy 
development. Some regional events were organised on WPI in Vienna. Since then, there 
have been some initiatives of workplace design under different headings, in particular 
with regard to older workers. Interest in WPI may further increase in the future in relation 
to Industry 4.0 and digitalisation discussions; 

› Belgium: Regional Flemish government has re-confirmed its support for workplace 
innovation for the next policy term. Flanders Synergy is the main bearer of the WPI-policy 
in the Flemish part, responsible for research, training and promotion of WPI; 

› Bulgaria: In 2014, the ministry of economic affairs was present during large scale EUWIN 
Sofia event. ARC Fund and Bulgarian Enterprise Europe Network organised in December 
2015 the National Innovation conference. Workplace innovation remains a topic during 
this conference. In December 2016 a follow-up conference was organised; 

› Estonia: Workplace innovation was discussed with the employer organisation in Tallinn. 
This has led to two events in Estonia in 2016 and a small task group has been formed to 
consider further action. A EUWIN-event was organised in the beginning of 2016; 

› Finland: In 2014 TEKES produced a report indicating the areas where Finland needs to 
improve, including workplace innovation, to become more competitive. TEKES organised 
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a dedicated event on workplace innovation in 2015. A separate working group of TEKES 
and social partners went to visit The Netherlands in 2016 to learn about the Dutch WPI-
initiatives; 

› France: ANACT (L’Agence nationale pour l’amélioration des conditions de travail) as 
governmental agency is working with regional agencies to promote WPI. A major event 
in Rouen in 2014 showed attention to workplace innovation at regional and national levels 
in France. The President of the Regional Council confirmed commitment to keep investing 
in workplace innovation programs. In 2015, two more regions put workplace innovation 
at the centre of their activities: Guadeloupe and Bordeaux. In 2016, ANACT kept pushing 
the workplace innovation agenda; 

› Germany: In 2014, the new coalition put WPI on research agenda. It is now integrated 
into research and support program linked to Industrie 4.0. In 2015, the Ministry of Edu-
cation has stressed the importance of finding new ways to integrate employee driven 
innovation into the Industrie 4.0 program. This program continued to stir up activities in 
2016. EUWIN has participated in a discussion with the regional development agency GIB 
on WPI and the future of work; 

› Greece: WPI was discussed in meetings with private companies (in November 2016), in 
the field of the maritime sector and in two meetings held with the Mayor of the Municipality 
of Kallithea (October and December 2016). A strong interest was expressed in the WPI 
activities and willingness to attend in any future activities; 

› Latvia: during the Latvian presidency (2015), the Latvian government discussed the 
possibilities of workplace innovation in the Latvian context; 

› Lithuania: the Confederation of Industries invited the government in 2015 to a confer-
ence to discuss the possibilities of workplace innovation for Lithuanian industries; 

› Netherlands: In 2014, the ministry of economic affairs inscribed WPI into its new ‘ambi-
tious entrepreneurship’ program, but also into its Smart Industry program. The ministry of 
economic affairs acknowledged the importance of workplace innovation in a separate 
report to the Dutch Parliament.2 A fieldlab workplace innovation is under construction 
within the framework of a Smart Industry program. The ministry of social affairs has al-
located ESF-funding to workplace innovators. The ministries of economic affairs and 
social affairs have co-launched, together with the social partners of the manufacturing 
industries, the fieldlab workplace innovation, within the framework of a Smart Industry 
program. This fieldlab will be fully operational in 2017. The ministry of social affairs has 
allocated ESF-funding for sustainable policies; 

› Poland: In 2014, first contacts were made with CIOP (Polish Centre for Research and 
Development on Work Processes and Safety Engineering). These contacts have ex-
panded in 2015 to PARP (Polish Agency of Enterprise Development) and Kozminski 
University, and have resulted in two conferences with both organisations. PARP is dis-
cussion with partners about possibility for support for workplace innovation in Poland. In 
2016, Kozminski University has developed a book on WPI to further support the interest 
on WPI in Poland. CIOP has run several research projects concerning workplace inno-
vation and employees’ innovativeness, funded by the Ministry of Science and Higher 
Education (e.g. as part of the National R&D projects); 

› Portugal: In 2014 and 2015, the national innovation agency (COTEC) helped with the 
promotion of WPI e.g. through COTEC webinars. In 2016, the ICIEMC conference was a 
launching of the Portuguese Workplace Innovation Network (PWIN). The Conference 
helped to create a CoP (Community of Practice) to share knowledge in the field of 

                                                      
2  http://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten-en-publicaties/kamerstukken/2015/07/13/kamerbrief-met-reactie-

op-adviezen-diensten-waarderen-en-de-kracht-van-sociale-innovatie.html. 
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workplace innovation and also to contribute with case studies, best practices and scien-
tific and technical papers, both for the EUWIN Knowledge Bank and for scientific journals. 
The main goal is to develop a Portuguese Workplace Innovation Network (PWIN) 
framework to be accessible for all the community. The CoP will be a participatory and 
collaborative space to share ideas and experiences and also to foster ideas into projects. 
This will be implemented through collaborations among academics, professionals and 
researchers. In 2017, further conferences are planned on WPI; 

› Romania: In 2015 EUWIN connected to the national agency for the improvement of 
working conditions and started discussions to bring workplace innovation into Romanian 
context. Discussion with other local partners led to the EUWIN regional conference in 
Bucharest, with the participation of the Romanian ministry of economy; 

› Spain: The provincial government of Gipuzkoa (Basque region) adopted WPI in its local 
policy. After the election, the new provincial government of Gipuzkoa (Basque region) has 
re-committed itself to WPI in its local policy.3 Several events in 2016 kept the momentum 
with WPI. Financial support is foreseen for companies. At the regional level, the Basque 
Autonomous Community launched a programme fostering workers’ participation, 
particularly within SMEs. Since 2015 the Innobideak Strategy (2013) integrates a new 
public programme to foster workers’ participation. The programme aims to increase the 
levels of participation as a driver for competitiveness and regional social cohesion. At the 
provincial level, the new Territorial Government of Gipuzkoa included in its Strategic 
Management Plan the improvement of the organisational innovation levels and workplace 
innovation as one of its main goals. Since 2013 Gipuzkoa is supporting workplace 
innovation and participation by a programme providing public funding. The territorial 
strategy is now focused on governance and public-private partnership focusing on 
workplace innovation as an arena for research and practice; 

› Sweden: The Swedish government supports action to develop WPI in its EU-research 
program and UK WON represented EUWIN as keynote speaker in its 2016 Conference 
on workplace innovation; 

› United Kingdom: In 2014 and 2015, UK WON’s (UK part of the EUWIN consortium) 
involvement with the Scottish and Welsh governments supported the development of in-
terest in workplace innovation. The Scottish government launched in 2015 an offer for 
business support on workplace innovation and a comparable initiative is expected from 
the Welsh government. In 2016, the Scottish government was offering a package of 
support to companies for workplace innovation including awareness-raising master-
classes, an action learning-based programme for clusters of 12 companies, and a de-
velopment programme for leadership teams. At UK level, the Government’s 2016 autumn 
financial statement included the establishment of a ‘Productivity Council’, the remit of 
which includes the improvement of workplace practices. 

 
  

                                                      
3  Instruments are available on: http://www.gipuzkoapartaidetza.net/es/ 
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Figure 2.1 visualises this (recorded) impact. 
 

Figure 2.1 Policy impact of EUWIN 

 
This does not mean that we have not undertaken actions in the other countries: the coloured 
countries show a direct action to take up workplace innovation as a new action in policies. 
Some countries have been active in the four years. 

2.4 An agenda for the social partners to develop a European consensus 

EUWIN is the direct result of cooperation between European social partners in the European 
Economic and Social Committee.4 Our network has continued to inspire the ideas of social 
partners and has led to several actions to come with a working programme on workplace 
innovation: the most important one remains the insertion of workplace innovation into the 
IndustriALL policy agenda. In 2016, EUWIN was invited to present actions during the ETUI-
conference. We co-organised workshops with Irish, Belgian and Danish trade unions in the 
European ETUI-conference in 2016. EUWIN was also engaged in several events of the Bel-
gian ACV-trade union in support of the WIN-project (Workers on Innovation-project). This 
project is focused on delivering instruments to trade union members to develop workplace 
innovation initiatives in Belgium. In collaboration with the Dutch trade unions (FNV, CNV, 
NCF), EUWIN presented the possibilities to engage companies to invest in workplace inno-
vation. During our EUWIN-events, we invited unions (e.g. CO-Industri, DK) and employer 
associations (e.g. Scottish Enterprise) to discuss their views. 
Other social partner initiatives are ongoing in most of the EU-countries. 

                                                      
4  European Economic and Social Committee. (2011). Innovative workplaces as a source of productivity and 

quality jobs. Brussels (SC/034). 

Policy impact 2013

Policy impact 2014

Policy impact 2015

Policy impact 2015
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2.5 Direct support from DG GROW to companies 

EUWIN is not only about contacts, meetings and messages. It is also direct help to companies 
to implement workplace innovation. The project has delivered new instruments for companies 
to find their way: 
› Your Guide to Workplace Innovation5: EUWIN has always taken a practical approach. 

Therefore we decided to answer the main question related to workplace innovation: “how 
can we actually do it?” This short guide gives practical knowledge, inspiration with great 
case studies, helps to assess current practices in organisations, suggests pathways to 
change, and signposts towards further sources of information and support. It is built 
around five challenges: Why workplace innovation is important for companies? How 
workplace innovation will transform organisations? Where to begin? What are the 
‘Elements’ of workplace innovation? How to achieve commitment from everyone in the 
organisation? Your guide to workplace Innovation was presented during the EUWIN 
Brussels Final Meeting; 

› Knowledge Bank of Cases: We have 100 cases and a whole set of articles. New cases 
have been added over the past months. The Knowledge Bank is designed around a series 
of practitioner-focused narratives based on specific topics which will help users navigate 
through the growing range of case studies and articles. The KB has been consulted more 
than 255,000 times since it has been created; 

› More videos have been offered to companies and have been viewed more than 5,000 
times (UK and French versions together). 

The work of EUWIN is supportive of the work of national/regional agencies such as TEKES, 
GIB, ANACT, Sinnergiak or Flanders Synergy which are doing the concrete daily job with 
companies. In the end, the support by DG GROW through these different means helps to 
change the priorities in 1,000s of companies. 
 
 

                                                      
5  http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/documents/19187 
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3 Impact through direct contact 

3.1 Introduction 

DG GROW asked for three EUWIN-events in 2016. The enthusiasm of EUWIN’s stakeholders 
has remained high in 2016. The three official events aimed to reach a total of 200 repre-
sentatives in 2016. It turned out that all the events combined directly reached some 270 rep-
resentatives of companies, knowledge partners, social partners and policymakers in these 
official events. The number of indirectly contacted persons was significantly greater. By the 
end of 2016, we have had a total of 1,600+ visitors of our main event and spin-off events. For 
2016, we are continuing to show significant rise in direct and indirect contacts. 
In this chapter, we show how our network has further developed. 

3.2 The Workshops by EUWIN 

After our coordination meeting with the European Commission at the beginning of 2016, we 
have conducted the three planned events. At the end of 2016, we have met twice with the 
Commission to discuss the future of EUWIN. 
Our approach in the events has remained as in the previous years: 
› The focus has remained on Eastern Europe: We organised our regional events in 

Estonia and Romania; 
› We continue to work with social partners and policymakers: In Estonia, our main 

host was Enterprise Estonia; in Romania, we were welcomed by the Ministry of the 
Economy; in Brussels, we have had a shared event between DG GROW and DG EMPL; 

› Companies have been in the lead of our event: 
• Companies have shared their experience: 

- Estonia event: Resato (NL), Proekspert (EST), Arginta (LIT), Baltic Continent 
(LIT), Sveba-Dahlen Baltic OÜ (SWE), Conscious Initiative PLC and Wellness 
Orbit (ES), Vivic, The Work Design Lab (ES), PipeDrive (ES); 

- Romania event: Proekspert (EST), TE Connectivity Belgium (B), Cocoon Pro-
jects (IT), The Boson Project (FR), Luxoft Training (ROM), Impact HUB (ROM), 
ITOL SOL (ROM) and many local companies; 

- Brussels event: Bombardier (B), Avila Business Centers (POR), Scottish Enter-
prise (UK), Finext (NL), Cocoon Projects (IT), Helix (SWE), WIER (UK), Vincit 
(FIN); 

• Number of companies and people directly engaged by events can be found in Table 
3.1. 

 
Table 3.1 Impact: Reach of direct participants + background material 

Event Background material 

Tallinn 60 persons, 80% companies.  

Bucharest 60 persons, 90% companies.  

Brussels 150 persons, 70% companies.  

Total 270 persons  
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3.3 Spin-offs and feeder events 

Our networks have engaged themselves to spread out the EUWIN-message throughout 
Europe. Only in 2016 the following spin-off events have been achieved (Table 3.2): 
 

Table 3.2 Spin-off meetings during 2016 

Date Country No. Event 

Presentations 

by 

10-17 

January  

Tallinn, 

Estonia  

100 “Employer branding conference”, in Tallinn, in January 

2016.  

  

18 January  Brussels, 

Belgium  

25 Human factor in innovation - Brainstorming meeting of 

experts. 

EUWIN 

18 February  Brussels, 

Belgium  

15 FEPS: Presentation results on GIG-economy in the UK. 

Discussion of possibilities for workplace innovation. 

Steven Dhondt 

17 March  Utrecht, 

Netherlands 

  TLN: Keynote on workplace innovation for Dutch logistics 

sector (KLS-HR). 

Steven Dhondt 

4-5 April  San Sebas-

tian, Basque 

Country  

30 The launch of Gipuzkoa Workplace Innovation second 

edition.  

Egoitz Pomares 

12 April  Den Bosch, 

Netherlands 

250 WMS-day: Keynote on importance of workplace innovation 

for robotisation in warehousing 

Steven Dhondt 

21 April  Amsterdam, 

The Nether-

lands  

50 TKI Logistics Netherlands: work session on the importance 

of workplace innovation for logistics companies 

Steven Dhondt 

20-21 May  Lisbon, 

Portugal  

25 Workplace innovation is a special topic at the ICIEMC-

conference. Discussion why is workplace innovation im-

portant for Portuguese business, workers and society?” 

Maria José 

Sousa 

9-13 May  Noisy-Le 

Grand, 

France  

40 Summer school on ‘Quality of working life and vulnerabili-

ties’: The objective of this summer school is to provide a 

multidisciplinary view of quality of life and vulnerabilities at 

work. EUWIN was asked to present the network and objec-

tives on.  

Steven Dhondt 

29 May 1 

June  

Amsterdam, 

The Nether-

lands  

50 Fourth International Wellbeing at work Conference. The 

EUWIN-team organized a separate symposium during the 

event.  

Frank Pot 

31 May  Tallinn, 

Estonia  

60 Estonia hosted EUWIN’s regional conference, with speak-

ers from across the Baltics and Nordic countries. Our host 

was Enterprise Estonia, the national innovation agency, 

which aims to create a coalition to help stimulate and re-

source workplace innovation across the country.  

Peter Totterdill 

7 June  Bucharest, 

Romania  

80 EUWIN organized the second regional event in Bucharest 

in partnership with ITOL Central Eastern Europe.  

Roxana 

Mocanu 

13-14 June  San Sebas-

tian, Basque 

Country  

30 Gipuzkoa Workplace Innovation second meeting with 

workplace innovation companies. 

Egoitz Pomares 

20-21 June  Edinburgh, 

Scotland 

15 SIMPACT meeting policy making and workplace innovation. Peter Totterdill 

27-29 June  Brussels, 

Belgium  

60 Shaping the new world of work. The impacts of digitalization 

and robotisation. The purpose of this ETUC/ETUI 

conference was to discuss how the world and nature of work 

Steven Dhondt 
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Date Country No. Event 

Presentations 

by 

and employment is being changed radically by the digital 

revolution. A separate session on workplace innovation was 

included into programme. 

23 August Taastrup, 

Denmark  

20 Creating Innovative and High Performing Workplaces.  Peter Totterdill 

13 

September 

London, UK  60 London Workage Conference: Making work more sustain-

able throughout the life course.  

Peter Totterdill 

26 

September  

Bottrop, 

Germany 

15 Internet of things as a strategic item of labour policy in 

Europe. GIB 

Friedhelm 

Keuken 

5-6 October  Bristol, UK  35 Conference at Saint-Gobain with Fresh Thinking Labs. 

Fresh Thinking Labs the international open source move-

ment for workplace innovation is your pathway to the best 

workplace practices and latest thinking from across Europe 

and beyond.  

Peter Totterdill 

6-7 October  San Sebas-

tian, Spain  

50 Urban Social Innovation: System, Policies and Impact. A 

European Meeting to debate issues related to Urban Social 

Innovation. Organizer: Sinnergiak Social Innovation.  

Egoitz Pomares 

10 October  Brussels, 

Belgium  

150 EUWIN Final Conference in Brussels. This stimulating and 

interactive event was a meeting place for meet inspiring 

businesses and groundbreaking workplace practices. 

Steven Dhondt 

19-20 

October  

Stockholm, 

Sweden  

30 SIMPACT’s Social Innovation and Public Sector Innovation 

Symposium will explore the conditions under which the state 

either enables or constrains effective social innovation, and 

how it can transcend the boundaries between different 

actors. 

Peter Totterdill 

20 October  Mechelen, 

Belgium 

80 Event on ‘innovation and employee role'. Final conference 

on Workers on Innovation (WIN-project). 

Steven Dhondt 

7 

November 

Nottingham, 

UK  

25 Creating Innovative and High Performing Workplaces. This 

half-day workshop offered a rare opportunity to discover 

how a growing number of companies are transforming their 

working practices and culture in ways that lead to real 

improvements in productivity, performance, engagement 

and well-being.  

Peter Totterdill 

9 

November 

Helsinki, 

Finland  

15 A unique opportunity to assess workplace practices and 

culture in your company against some of the best examples 

in Europe, and to identify positive opportunities for 

innovation and improvement. 

Peter Totterdill 

10 

November 

Brussels, 

Belgium  

15 EUROFOUND: European Company Survey, future devel-

opment. Measurement of workplace innovation. 

Steven Dhondt 

23 

November 

Amsterdam, 

The Nether-

lands  

100 FNV: "Trade Unions and Science": keynote on role of 

workplace innovation in future research 

Steven Dhondt 

9 

December 

The Hague, 

The Nether-

lands 

65 Social and Economic Council of The Netherlands: Work-

place Innovation and Disruptive technologies: how to rec-

oncile? (workshop) 

Steven Dhondt 

 
By the end of 2016, we have had more than 1,390 visitors of our main event and spin-off 
events. We now have 21 spin-off events performed. 
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Figure 3.1 Direct contacts with EUWIN during events up to 11/2016 

3.4 An active Advisory Board 

EUWIN is supported by an Advisory Board. The members of the AB have supported us with 
their influence, but also with direct action.  
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Table 3.3 Our ambassadors 

Advisory Board member Major activities 

Prof.dr. Frank Pot President, present during numerous events. Frank has represented the network 

in numerous events and on a great number of platforms. Active during AB-

meetings 

Mr. Herman Kok (Lindum) Two follow-up meetings with Peter Totterdill and Rosemary Exton during 2016. 

Active during AB-meetings. 

Prof.dr. Irina Amaral Present during Launch. Irina is very active on the social media for EUWIN, also 

she has connected her networks to EUWIN. Irina organised Portuguese event 

for EUWIN in 2014. She helped to get ICIEMC 2016 launched. She remains our 

main contact for Portugal. Active during AB-meetings 

Ms. Leila Kurki Present during Launch and London event. Has engaged herself to support 

EUWIN during several other occasions. She has been helpful developing 

contacts in Baltics. She is also very supportive of our social media activity. 

Active during AB-meetings 

Ms Kirton Darling Not active in events. She left the AB because of her candidacy for the European 

Parliament. She now supports us through the EP. 

 

 
Prof.dr. Frank Pot (AB), Ms. Leila Kurki (AB), Mr. Grzegorz Drozd (DG GROW), Prof.dr. Irina Amaral (AB) and 

Mr. Herman Kok (AB) 

3.5 Our active regional animateurs, ambassadors 

EUWIN Regional Animateurs helped to recruit Ambassadors and Contacts in every Member 
State within their region. The following overview of the work of the consortium members shows 
clear activity from nearly all partners. We have been pushing them in all these respects. We 
have not included the separate actions from TNO and UK WON. Nearly all of our partners 
have organised separate events on EUWIN! 
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Table 3.4 Activities by our regional animateurs, etc. 

Regional animateurs 

Consortium partners 

 

Major activities (for social media, see further) 

ZSI (AUS) - Central 

region 

 Our Austrian coordinator has moved to European Centre for Social Welfare 

Policy and Research (Vienna). Anette Scopetta is promoting WPI in this new 

environment. 

 Our partner ZSI has continued with promoting WPI in their current activities. 

ARC (BUL) - East region  Support from the Enterprise Europe Network - Bulgaria, for recruiting the 

participants (companies). 

 Organised the national innovation event with special attention to workplace 

innovation. 

KSU (LIT) - Baltic/PL No activities. 

DLR (GE) - 

DE/SW/Nordic 

 Coordination of new research projects for Industrie 4.0. 

 Collaboration with GIB (Bottrop) on WPI-activities for the future.  

KU Leuven (BE) Organiser of STS-workshop in San Francisco. 

Flanders Synergy (BE) Promoter of EUWIN on their yearly regional conference. 

TEKES (FIN)  Communication on LinkedIn and Twitter on WPI 

 Organiser of Helsinki workshop in 2016 for EUWIN 

 Deliver support for knowledge bank EUWIN. (2016) 

 
We have developed a sizeable group of contacts in all of our social media (10,000+ persons; 
including Twitter6) of which more than half are already connected to our Registration system 
(1,664) and to LinkedIn (1,159). More than 70% of them come from companies. The rest are 
EU-agencies, Knowledge partners, Social partners and Public institutions. 

                                                      
6  We stopped counting our Twitter account when this was at 2,000. We are now at 8,000 followers. 
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4 Visibility through information products and social 
media 

4.1 Introduction 

EUWIN’s communication is guided through social media. The aim was to gather some 1,000 
contacts during the first two years. EUWIN reached 1,200 persons through LinkedIn and 
through the Registration System in the first year. In 2014, we have connected to another 600 
persons on those networks. In 2015, this number grew to 2,344 persons. In 2016, the network 
tops 2,700 followers. We have a total of 8,000 followers on twitter and another 560 on 
Facebook. We can only give an estimation of the number of persons connected to EUWIN: 
this is more than 10,000 social media followers. About 70% persons of the followers are from 
companies. At least 7,000 companies from nearly all countries in Europe got connected to the 
message of DG GROW! The communication tools also function as information source for our 
communities. Some 250 discussions (LI+FB), 920 tweets, up to 8,000 page views per month 
on the Knowledge Bank and numerous reactions were launched. 
All this communication and information were framed in our Fifth Element note. This note 
summarizes the main ideas of Workplace Innovation. Several YouTube-films have been 
recorded that explain this message to our audiences. This film has now been translated into 
French and Dutch (ready in February 2017). 
In this chapter, we show how we have spread the message of workplace innovation from DG 
GROW. 

4.2 Our multimedia products 

We have developed a number of videos for EUWIN, which keep a good geographical and 
sectorial balance between the European regions and industries. 
 

The first generic video can be seen under the following link: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6s3UAGIAuY&feature=youtu.be 

It has been translated in French (two versions: with subtitles and French-dubbing). On the ANACT-

site, this video has already been viewed more than 2,700 times since April 2014. That is six times 

more than any other information on EUWIN on the ANACT-site. 

The animation video can be found on the UK WON-site. This generic film is translated into Dutch. 

 
Our EUWIN videos concentrate on the manufacturing companies in different parts of Europe, 
showing the strong link between workplace innovation and the modernization of European 
industry. 
Our partners in the different conferences have also generated videos that have been placed 
on the internet. See for example: http://vimeo.com/108230288 and 
 https://vimeo.com/130987611. The European Commission also produced a separate video 
on the Dutch high-tech company Prodrive Technologies.7 
 
Table 4.1 shows our information products that have been produced in 2015. 
 

                                                      
7  https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4Ps4sHe8B77QUdVUkhxOTBXYWs/view 
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Table 4.1 Results multimedia, press/web. social media 

Region/Activity Results 

Short (3-4 minute) videos on 

workplace innovation on 4 

companies in NL/UK/IEa 

Innocent (UK) (food)b 

Devon & Cornwall Police (UK) (public sector)c 

The Met Office (UK) (information services)d 

Red Gate (UK) (software)e 

Becton Dickinson (IE) (health instruments)f 

Animated video on workplace 

innovation. 

 

Film takes an overview of The Fifth Elementg. The first (an animated video) 

was also launched at the London Conference, and a shorter version was 

released in January. A French version is also available. 

Versions: 

 Animated video with prelude. 

 Animated video without prelude. 

 Short animated video. 

 French version 

Central Europe Inet Logistics (software)h 

South Europe Bosch Thermotecniki 

South Europe EderfillBeckerj 

North Europe Novozymesk 

New Member States Argintal 

New Member States Polpharmam 

Integrated Integrated innovation film (key lessons) 

Integrated Integrated innovation film (toolkit) 
a http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hyT6_GXPRk 
b http://vimeo.com/89409325 
c http://vimeo.com/89381941 
d http://vimeo.com/90292861 
e http://vimeo.com/89409327 
f http://vimeo.com/93483185 
g http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6s3UAGIAuY& 

feature=youtu.be 

h http://vimeo.com/110556047 
i Final version of this video will be available in January 

2016. 
j https://vimeo.com/138060555 
k https://vimeo.com/138060555 

l https://vimeo.com/132006744 
m https://vimeo.com/173956184 

 
Other videos: 
https://vimeo.com/130987611: Gipuzkoa event in 5/2015. 

4.3 Our communication impact 

› Impact via the Europa-site (http://portal.ukwon.eu/): The Europa-site is now built as a 
repository of actions on WPI. We have regular updates of the pages. Our main method is 
to update this with the regional events. 

› Supporting web sites: We have taken care to link the Europa-site and the Consortium 
partner-websites to Facebook and LinkedIn. We have more than 42 webpages linking to 
Europa in 2013; in 2014, we have at least 28 webpages (but we excluded from the counts 
the Europa-pages, the updates on the TNO-webpage, the UK WON-pages); we stopped 
counting the pages because of the great numbers. If you type ‘workplace innovation’ into 
Google, you will find 123,000 hits (2015: 115,000 hits). 

› Social media sites on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter: Our aim was to develop a 
network of some 1,000 followers on these sites. The reactions are logged on a database. 
We have over 10,000 followers! 
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Table 4.2 Impact: Reach through communication 

 

Social media 

 Until 

23-12-2013 

Until 

13-11-2014 

Until 

1-10-2015 

Until 

29-10-2016 

LinkedIn Discussions 72 175 240 300+ 

Likes 204 274  

Comments 103 151  

Followers 500 803  1,035  1,165 

Facebook Followers 84 200 470 569 

Views per message 150 118   

Twitter Followers 97  1,550  4,300  8,000 

Tweets 190 600+ 920  1,235 

4.4 Our information products 

The Knowledge Bank for EUWIN is composed of ‘handpicked’ cases from other databases 
such as the UK (UK WON), Finnish (TEKES) and Dutch (TNO) Knowledge Bank on workplace 
innovation. We have tried to be very selective in the information we use on the EUWIN 
Knowledge Bank. 
 
Table 4.3 Impact: Reach through communication 

 Status 

Newsletter Each month, since August 2013; each two months from January 2016. 

Knowledge Bank >100 cases translated into English. (see: http://workplaceinnovation.org/) 

The TNO-site contains 700+ cases translated into English 

 
In Figure 4.1, we show the growth in number of users and pages views of the EUWIN web 
pages. The number of visits is rising gradually and the number of page views seems to be 
connected to the events we have organised. In 2016, for ten months, we already have col-
lected more than 80,985 page views (2015: 74,000). Most popular connections are the 
‘knowledge bank’ and the ‘trade unions as knowledgeable participants in the workplace’. 
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Figure 4.1 Number of visits and page views per date of the Knowledge Bank 

 
› Press release, newsletter: Each month, a newsletter has been published. See the 

registration system for an overview. 
› Database of good practices: 

 TNO has adapted its current TNO/Inscope/Syntens Knowledgebank 
(http://workplaceinnovation.org/) in such a way that 700+ cases translated into Eng-
lish are available for the whole of Europe; 

 The EUWIN Knowledge Bank has been launched in March of 2014. At this moment, 
more than 100 cases are available, sorted according to the main components of the 
Fifth Element. 

› For the analytical material: We already presented the “Fifth Element” paper. We have 
published in 2013, in German publication (Kopp & Pot, 20138). We submitted three arti-
cles for the ProdIN (Productivity and Innovation: the Slovak Journal of Productivity and 
Innovation) (9/2014) to help our Slovak partners develop the concept of workplace inno-
vation. In 2016, we have published a special (peer reviewed) journal of workplace inno-
vation9, and are preparing one new one and three books (of which one in Polish)10. 

                                                      
8  Kopp, R., & Pot, F. (2013). Eine Menge Arbeit. Innovationen am Arbeitsplatz als Wettbewerbsfaktor. 

Innovationsmanager, September, 88-89. 
9  Howaldt, J., Oeij, P. R. A., Dhondt, S., & Fruytier, B. (2016). Workplace innovation and social innovation: 

an introduction. World Review of Entrepreneurship, Management and Sustainable Development, 12(1), 1-

12 
10  Mohr, B.J., & Van Amelsvoort, P. (eds). (2016). Co-Creating Humane And Innovative Communities: 

Evolutions in the Practice Of Socio-Technical System Design. Portland (ME): Global STS-D Network Press.

  

Strumińska-Kutra, M., & Rok, B. (forthcoming). Innowacje w miejscu prace. Pomiędzy efektywnością a 

jakością życia zawodowego. Warsaw: Poltext.  

Oeij, P.R.A., Rus, D., &.Pot, F.D. (Eds). (forthcoming 2017) Workplace Innovation: Theory, Research and 

Practice, volume in 'Aligning Perspectives on Health, Safety and Well-Being’ series. Berlin, etc.; Springer. 
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› A great number of articles have been published by the network11. A search with the sci-
entific tool SCOPUS shows that the number of articles on workplace innovation has more 
than doubled in 2014 in comparison to previous years, and that the growth is continuing 
in 2016.12 

 

 
Figure 4.2 Number of documents per date retrieved by SCOPUS (30/11/2016) 

 
› A new European scientific journal: Our Norwegian partners have taken the initiative to 

create the European Journal of Workplace Innovation. The second issue was presented 
in 2016.13 Most of the knowledge partners in our network have connected to this initiative. 

 
  

                                                      
11  Even EU-projects are looking at the EUWIN-initiative: Hennen, L., & Pfersdorf, S. (2014). Public 

Engagement - Promises, demands and fields of practice. Karlsruhe: Engage2020-Consortium. 
12 http://www.scopus.com/results/results.url?cc=10&sort=plf-

f&src=s&st1=%22workplace+innovation%22&nlo=&nlr=&nls=&sid=307BE6E7BD907D5BAF473447054B0

ED0.zQKnzAySRvJOZYcdfIziQ%3a10&sot=b&sdt=b&sl=37&s=TITLE-ABS-

KEY%28%22workplace+innovation%22%29&ss=plf-f&ps=r-

f&editSaveSearch=&origin=resultslist&zone=resultslist 
13  http://journal.uia.no/index.php/EJWI 
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Table 4.4 Target system for EUWIN activities 

Network 

activity Total 2014 Total 2015 

2016 

Target total Realisation 

Participants 

during events 

900 (planned event) 1,500 persons 2,000 persons 1,800 persons 

3,000 in side events 4,500 persons 6,000 persons 6,000 persons 

Videos 6 12 15a  15  

Tool-kit for 

managers 

  Short Guide Short Guide UK 

Short Guide NL 

Social media 2,910 4,000 (companies: 70%) 5,000+ 10,000+ 

13% in the East (goal 

was 10%) 

East, remains 10% East 15% East 15% 

Messages 210 discussions 300 discussions 400 discussions 400 discussionsb 

 12 monthly newsletter 6 newsletters 6 newsletters 

Knowledge 

bank 

KB operational: 100 

documents 

150 documents 200 documentsc 200 documents 

Political 

update 

Discussion in all 

countries 

Idem Support 

measures 2016 

See overview in 

report 
a One new company14 video, one video which integrates key lessons from the others into a single story, one 

video being part of the tool-kit for managers. 
b Estimation because a site such as LinkedIn does not offer the possibility to get an overview of number of 

discussions. 
c ± 30 cases from Eurofound's ECS. 

 
 

  

                                                      
14  Company videos: Polpharma (Poland), two overview film. 
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